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Abstract
This paper introduces a unified mathematical definition for describ-
ing commonly used terms encountered in systematical analysis of auto-
mated driving systems in mixed-traffic simulations. The contribution
of this work is most significant in translating the terms that are clari-
fied previously in literature into a mathematical set and function based
format. Our work can be seen as an incremental step towards further
formalisation of Domain-Specific-Language (DSL) for scenario repre-
sentation. We also extended the previous work in the literature while
allowing more complex scenarios by expanding the model-incompliant
information using set-theory to represent the perception capacity of
the road-user agents. With this dynamic perception definition, we
also support interactive scenarios and are not limited to reactive and
pre-defined agent behavior. Our main focus is to represent realistic
road-user behavior to be used in simulation or computational tool
to examine interaction patterns in mixed-traffic conditions. We be-
lieve by formalising the verbose definitions and extending the previ-
ous work in DSL, we can support automatic scenario generation and
dynamic/evolving agent behavior models for simulating mixed traffic
situations and scenarios. In addition, we can obtain scenarios that are
realistic but also can represent rare-conditions that are hard to extract
from field-tests and naturalistic driving data (NDD) repositories.
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1 Introduction
There are two motivations driving the research efforts in definition of a
formal language for describing the complex situations in mixed-traffic sim-
ulations: (i) Development of automated driving systems require extensive
scenario testing before deployment and the common language allows differ-
ent systems to be bench-marked on a fair manner, (ii) The co-existence of
human-operated vehicles (HOV), autonomous vehicles (AV) and vulnerable
road users (VRU) (i.e. bikers, cyclists, pedestrians, e-vehicle users) require
the public authorities to examine complex scenarios for better traffic and
transportation management as well as digital and physical infrastructure
design. In fact, the milestone of such efforts has started with [1] in which
scene, scenario and situation terms were clarified and their scope was de-
termined. Building upon these clear definitions and separation between the
scenario and situation, [2] developed a Domain-Specific-Language (DSL),
named ’GeoScenario’ to be used in scenario representation to substantiate
test cases for automated driving systems (ADS). Although very useful as a
formal language to represent the test cases for ADS, GeoScenario does not
fully support complete and realistic behavior of traffic agents (Please see
Page 3, Section C in their paper). In addition to this, this DSL does not
specify details of vehicle model dynamics, therefore may not shed light in
terms of individual vehicle parameters and their effect in microscopic traf-
fic simulations. For example, the avoidance manoeuvres cannot be fully
represented with their exact trajectories in such platforms at this scale.
Next to the GeoScenario, Bagschik et al. [3] propose a process for a com-
putational ontology based scene creation for the development of Automated
Vehicles, subsequently adapted to the ontology based scenario creation [4].
This approach use a 5-layer-model, expanding a 4-layer-model proposed by
Schuldt et al. [5], combined with Ulbrich’s scene definition [1]. Each entity
(represented by a word) within a layer represents multiple relations to pa-
rameters in the physical state space and to represent interactions of layers
the authors propose to annotate if an entity includes or influences a pa-
rameter. This approach, proposed for automated vehicles scene, limits the
interaction between objects at the given instant of the scene and does not
consider that every ”thinking entity” (automated or not) of the scene makes
its own projections about how it expects the other entities to behave in the
near future, and that its reactions are based on its expectations. Beside
that, a connection between the functional scenario (described in a linguis-
tic way) and the logical (made up of parameters and parameter ranges)
and concrete scenarios (composed by concrete value for each parameter) is
necessary, [6, 7].
There are also great efforts in designing Open simulation platforms,
which can enable multi-agent simulations to estimate the impact of ADS
with a focus on safety. In [8], such a platform is used to see the effect
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of penetration of SAE Level 4 technologies, such as automated emergency
braking (AEB) and lane departure warning (LDW), on safety. It was also
possible to demonstrate how real road-network and field data from reported
accidents can be combined to obtain a larger assessment of ADS. Although,
they employ an advanced platform to simulate this large-scale mixed-traffic
with multi-agent approach, they do not dwell much on the scenario and
situation definitions and the software structure is not detailed.
Another important aspect of agent-based mixed-traffic simulations is
their rigour level when defining traffic-flow or safety metrics to identify po-
tential problems related to congestion and traffic safety. In order to represent
these aspects in a quantitative and holistic way, [9] has borrowed the ’po-
tential field’ approach that is used to solve the problem of path-planning
in robotics, avoiding static or dynamic obstacles. In that work, concept of
potential field was extended to include fields of risk from vehicle’s motion,
driver’s perception and environmental factors.
In this paper, we propose mathematical definitions of scene, scenario,
and situation, using the verbal definitions proposed by [1] as a starting
point. In doing so, we extend the model-incompliant information to repre-
sent the perception capacity of the road-users agents. Our paper is organised
as follows: in Sections II, III and IV we respectively introduce the math-
ematical definitions of scene, situation and scenario, and illustrate these
definitions using examples. In Section V we show how our definitions could
be used to describe a scenario, and the scenario from each road-users’ differ-
ent point-of-view, therefore extending the perception component in scenario
representation. Finally, we have compiled discussion points in Section VI to
identify unresolved problems and set path for future work in evaluation of
ADS using multi-agent traffic simulations.
2 Defining the term scene
Let us start by considering a portion of space, S, in the real world. We define
the static object set Vs(S) as the set of the whole motionless objects (lane
network, stationary elements, vertical elevation) be located in the portion
of space S. By motionless objects, we mean those objects that stands still
for a sufficiently long time, or whose movements are almost imperceptible.
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Example 1. Static object set, Vs(S)
The portion of space S, in the real world, can be represented as the
region delimited by the black perimeter in Fig.1a. In order to represent
the static object set of the portion of space S, Vs(S), we should delete
from the picture all the dynamic elements, i.e. all the objects in Fig.1a
whose position changes as a function of time. In Fig.1b we removed the
vehicle and bicycles, thus we get the set of the whole motionless road-
objects be located in the portion of space S, i.e. the static object set.
(a) Real setting representation of the por-
tion of space S (delimited by the black
perimeter) at time t.
(b) Static object set representation (Vs) of
the portion of space S (delimited by the
black perimeter).
Figure 1: Real and static object set representations of a portion of space.
Let Vd(S, t) be the set of the whole dynamic elements (i.e. pedestrians,
cyclists, manually driven vehicles, autonomous vehicles) be located in the
portion of space S at time t. Each element of the set Vd(S, t) is called actor.
The union of the sets Vd(S, t) and Vs(S) is denoted as V(S, t) := Vs(S)∪
Vd(S, t) and called the object set. Each element of V(S, t) is called object.
Throughout the paper, when there is no scope for ambiguity, we omit
the letter S and t from set’s symbols and write, for example, Vs and Vd
instead of Vs(S) and Vd(S, t).
In [1, p. 983], the authors define a scene as “a snapshot of the envi-
ronment including the scenery and dynamic elements, as well as all actors’
and observers’ self representations, and the relationships among those en-
tities”. Until now, we have defined the object set which includes all the
static and dynamic elements. In order to define a scene we need to define
”the scenery” as well as ”the relationships among those entities” and ”all
actors’ and observers’ self representations”, and to achieve this, it is useful
to introduce a position function. Typically S can be a portion of space given
in geographic coordinate system, or in any other coordinate system, and the
function C : V(S, t)→ S associate each object in V(S, t) to its dimensional
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coordinates in the coordinate system of S, Fig.2.
Let x ∈ V(S, t) then
C : V(S, t)→ S
x 7→ C(x). (1)
From function (1) we can derive the surface occupied by the object x and
the mutual relations among two or more objects. This function C is called
position function and the set C(V) is the position set. Sometimes it is useful
to write x(t) to mean that we are considering the object x at time t, and
then through C we associate x to its position at time t.
Example 2. Position set
Each object x ∈ V is associated, through function C, to its dimensional
coordinate in S. For instance, in the example shown in Fig.2, each
x can be associated to coordinates of 4 points, P , P ′ , P ′′ and P ′′′ (in
a 2-dimensional space S) which represent the vertices of the minimum
quadrangle that contains the object x
C : V → S
x 7→ C(x) = {P, P ′, P ′′, P ′′′}.
To be more general we could consider polygons with more than 4 vertices.
Remark 1. The vertices in Example 2 delimit the occupancy area. We
could work in 3 dimensions, and in such a case we would have the vertices
(by extending the quadrangle we could consider parallelepipeds) to represent
the occupancy volume.
(a) Set V of the portion of space S at time
t.
(b) Set V in dimensional coordinate repre-
sentation C(V), i.e. the position set.
Figure 2: Position set C(V).
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The couple (V, C) provides us the real (objective, ground truth) snapshot
of the portion of space S and the objects contained in it at time t.
However each actor x (pedestrian, cyclist, manually driven vehicle, au-
tonomous vehicle, etc.) may not see and perceive the whole information
contained in the couple (V, C). Each actor has a role as an observer and
within that role has its own representation (i.e. what it can see or perceive).
Moreover, the observer’s perception may depend on what type of observer it
is, and from the moment in which it finds itself. For example an automated
vehicle (AV) observer will have different perceptions than an elderly driver
of a non-automated vehicle observer or an observer who checks the status
of road from navigation system.
Consistent with the previous definitions, we define the object set from
x’s point of view, or x-object set, Vx, as the subset of V of the objects that
x sees or perceives at time t, Fig.3.
Example 3. Object set from x’s point of view, Vx
Fig.3 represents the object sets from car (x) point of view, Vx, and from
bicycle (y) point of view, Vy. Using Example 1 we get Vx 6= V and
Vx 6= Vy and this is due to the fact that car is not able to see the bicycle
because of the presence of the tree.
(a) Object set from car’s driver (x) point
of view Vx.
(b) Object set from cyclist (y) point of
view Vy.
Figure 3: Object sets from car’s driver and cyclist point of view.
Aligned with the previous definitions and in order to define a scene it
turns out to be crucial to define the position function from x’s point of view.
We consider the x’s point of view in the coordinate system of S: we define
Cx as the position from x’s point of view function, or x-position function as
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follows:
Cx : Vx → S
y 7→ Cx(y).
(2)
Sometimes it is useful to make the time dependence of y explicit and write
y(t) to mean that we are considering the object y at time t, and then through
Cx we associate y to its position at time t.
The image set of Vx under the x-position function, Cx(Vx), is called
position from x’s point of view set, or x-position set for brevity.
In general it is not true that y ∈ Vx ⊂ V ⇒ Cx(y) = C(y). Thus, even if
an object y can be seen or perceived from the ego-vehicle x it does not nec-
essarily mean that x has an objective view of y position or size (for example
perception loss due to faulty or malfunctioning sensors); see illustrations in
Fig.4 and Example 4.
Example 4. Model-incompliant information
In scene definition, the static and dynamic model incompliant informa-
tion are implicitly taken into consideration. Indeed, for instance, the
set Vx collect all the objects that x can see and perceive, but this doesn’t
mean that x really sees or perceives them. The ”cognitive” aspect of the
model and, more generally, the model incompliant information are rep-
resented by the function Cx. Let us suppose to be in the case described
in Fig.(3), where the car driver cannot see or perceive the cyclist. Then
we get an x-position set Cx(Vx) which does not include the bike. Now let
us suppose the bike is coming from the left of the car (Fig.4b). In this
case the car driver is supposed to be able to see it, but for some reasons
the car driver is not able to see it, due to e.g. failure of sensors for au-
tomated vehicles (AV) or inattentive driver for human-operated vehicles
(HOV). In this case the bike belongs to Vx but the function Cx associates
an empty set to it.
So far, we have defined the set of objects and the function that defines
their positions, both from the point of view of an omniscient observer and
from the point of view of any observer. Now we are going to define an equiv-
alence relation in order to categorise the objects within the set of objects.
Indeed, we cannot expect pedestrian objects to have the same behavior or
characteristics as cyclist objects, as well as manually driven vehicle objects
with autonomous vehicle objects.
Let us define ∼ the equivalence relation as ”is the same type of object”, and
V (or Vx) the quotient sets of V (or Vx) by ∼, i.e. the set of all possible
equivalence classes of V (or Vx) by ∼.
Let [x] := {y ∈ V | x ∼ y} denote the equivalence class to which x belongs.
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(a) Using Example 1 to illustrate the case,
the cyclist y under the tree is not repre-
sented because x is not able to see it, in
this case the cyclist y ∈ V but y /∈ Vx.
(b) In this second example a cyclist y˜ (top
right) is represented because x is supposed
to be able to see it, y˜ ∈ Vx, but Cx(y˜) 6=
C(y˜).
Figure 4: Two different cases that give the same sets of position from x (car)
point of view, Cx(Vx).
All elements of V equivalent to each other are also elements of the same
equivalence class.
Remark 2. The equivalence relation ∼ can be more or less stringent. For
example a relation ”is the same type of object” may manifest the equivalence
class set composed of vehicle objects, cyclist objects, static objects, or it
may manifest the equivalence class set composed of aggressive car’s driver
objects, autonomous vehicle objects, absent-minded car’s driver objects [10,
11], electric bicycle’s driver objects, and so on.
Let us define the states & attributes of the equivalence class of x set A[x]
as the set of the entail dynamic motion information (like moving forward,
being still, turning right) and the information indicating an immediate ac-
tion that is taking place while the snapshot in time is being taken (like
indicator activated and honking, raining). Let P(A[x]) be the power set of
A[x] and A :=
⋃
[x]∈V P(A[x]) the states & attributes set, then we define the
states & attributes function as follows:
fsa : V → A
x 7→ fsa(x)
(3)
where each x ∈ V is associated to an element of A, i.e. to a subset of states
& attributes of the equivalence class of x set, Fig.5.
Similarly we define the states & attributes from x’s point of view function,
or x-states & attributes function as follows:
fxsa : Vx → Ax
y 7→ fxsa(y),
(4)
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Figure 5: States & attributes function.
where Ax :=
⋃
[y]∈Vx P(A
[y]
x ), A
[y]
x is the states & attributes of the equiva-
lence class of y from x’s point of view set (or x-states & attributes of the
equivalence class of y set) and fxsa(y) is the states & attributes from x’s point
of view set, or x-states & attributes set, i.e. each y ∈ Vx is associated to a
subset of Ax.
Remark 3. Let x be an observer, then the set Ax, unlike the set A, may not
completely characterise the objects in Vx. In fact, x may not be able (not
having all the capabilities) to attribute all the states and attributes necessary
to characterise the objects it sees/perceives. For example, it may not be able
to identify wind speed and the amount of precipitation.
Example 5. States & attributes set
Let us suppose the states & attributes of the equivalence class of x set,
A[x], where [x] is the equivalence class of vehicle, is made up of the ele-
ments {i, f, s, r, l, h} ( where i=indicator activated, f=moving forward,
s=being still, r=turning right, l=turning left, h= honking).
Then in the example shown in Fig.1a we could assign the states & at-
tributes set fsa(x) = {f} to the car x. If the tree hadn’t been in the
scenery and the car driver had seen the bicycle it could sound the horn,
and then the states & attributes set could take the form fsa(x) = {f, h}.
In this case if the cyclist (y) is deaf, for instance, it would attribute the
set fysa(x) = {f}.
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Example 6. States & attributes set, Environmental Conditions.
Let us consider now the Environmental Conditions of the ODD (Op-
erational Design Domain) classification, [12], which are divided into
four subcategories: weather, illumination, particulate matter, and road
weather. All these subcategories are objects of the set Vs. As such each
of these subcategories have a position, given by the function C. This
position, for example, can be a region of S, or even the whole portion
of space S. In addition to the position, we can also assign the states
& attributes function and set. For instance, the states & attributes of
the equivalence class of x set A[x] for the object weather can be com-
posed by the elements rain, temperature, wind, and snow, which can be
characterised by some adjectives, like low, moderate and heavy. Then
the object weather can be associated to one or more of the elements
{rain low, rain moderate, rain heavy, ..., snow
heavy} = A[x] by the states & attributes function.
At this point we have all the necessary ingredients to define a scene.
Definition 1 (Scene). A scene Ex(S, t) of the portion of space S at time t
from x’s point of view is defined as the 3-tuples Ex(S, t) := (Vx, Cx(Vx), fxsa(Vx))
where Vx is the object set from x’s point of view at time t, Cx(Vx) and fxsa(Vx)
are the x-position set and x-states & attributes set respectively.
Remark 4. If we are in a simulated world where ”a scene can be com-
plete and uncertainty-free as from an omniscient observer’s point of view”,
[1, p. 983], then x’s point of view sets have to be replaced by omniscient
observer’s point of view sets by obtaining the complete scene E(S, t) =
(V, C(V), fsa(V)) where V is the object set at time t, C(V) and fsa(V) are the
position set and states & attributes set respectively.
If we restrict the definition of scene to the set of static objects, instead
of the set of all static and dynamic objects, we get the scenery.
Let Vsx be the static object set from x’s point of view, i.e. Vsx := Vs∩Vx,
then we can define the scenery as follows:
Definition 2 (Scenery). A scenery Yx(S) of the portion of space S is de-
fined as the 3-tuples Yx(S) := (Vsx, Cx(Vsx), fxsa(Vsx)) where Vsx is the set of
the x-static object, Cx(Vsx) and fxsa(Vsx) are the x-static position set (the x-
position set of the set of the x-static object) and x-static states & attributes
set (the states & attributes set of the set of the x-static object) respectively.
Remark 5. Similarly to the definition of a scene, even for the definition
of scenery we can consider the viewpoint of the omniscient observer, and
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Figure 6: Scene sets.
therefore the complete and uncertainty-free scenery is defined by replac-
ing the x-point of view sets by omniscient observer’s point of view sets:
Y(S) := (Vs, C(Vs), fsa(Vs)) where Vs is the set of the static object, C(Vs)
and fsa(Vs) are the static position set (the position set of the set of the static
object) and static states & attributes set (the states & attributes set of the
set of the static object) respectively.
In this way, we have the scenery implicitly included in the scene defini-
tion.
3 Defining the term situation
In order to define the term situation we introduce the goals & values position
functions.
Let us firstly define the goals & values position from x’s point of view func-
tion, or x-goals & values position function, as the function
C¯x : Vx → S
y 7→ C¯x(y).
(5)
which associate each object y ∈ Vx to the position of it in the near future,
based on x’s expectation (see Fig.7a).
Remark 6. The position of y ∈ Vx in the near future, based on x’s expecta-
tion, will depend not only on y’s goal, but also on the values that x attributes
to y (see Example 8).
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Example 7. Goals & values positions
Let us consider the example illustrated in Example 1 and the object set
from car driver’s (x) point of view, Vx, represented in Fig.3a.
Because x is not able to see the bicycle y behind the tree, it cannot predict
a position for y in the near future: in the future it sees itself crossing
the intersection without braking. In reality, however, the bicycle exists.
What happens in the future is an accident, as shown in Fig.7b.
(a) Goals & values position from the x (car
driver) point of view set, C¯x(Vx). In the
car driver forecast all the objects present
in the portion of space S will have the
same position also in the future (blue solid
fill) except itself: the car driver imagines
itself (striped fill) having passed the inter-
section with the cycle lane.
(b) Goals & values position set, C¯(V). In
the real forecast all the objects present in
the portion of space S will have the same
position also in the future (blue solid fill)
except the car and the bicycle (striped fill):
the car will be at the intersection (with a
sudden brake or running over the bicycle),
the bicycle will be at the intersection (per-
haps braking, perhaps being run over).
Figure 7: x-goals & values position set and goals & values position set.
Example 8. Goals & values positions
If a car driver y does not turn on the indicator, then our observer x
will expect that the car will go straight in the near future. But let us
suppose that x gives y the value of being a unruly driver, then x might
expect y to turn right or turn left equally.
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Example 9. Goals & values positions (change over time)
Now let us consider the car driver y does not turn the indicator on
at time t and our subject x expects the car to go straight in the near
future. However, it could happen the car driver y turns right/left at
time t + ∆t. It is even possible that our subject x, some seconds later,
at time t + ∆t/2, could expect the car driver y to turn somewhere
because it realises the car driver y decelerates. Then, the image set
of Vx under the x-goals & values position function can change over time.
The set C¯x(Vx) is called goals & values position from x’s point of view
set, or x-goals & values position set for brevity.
In general we expect that C¯x(y) = Cx(y) if y ∈ Vsx, even if this is not always
true; a tree, which belongs to the set Vs, can break and fall, for instance.
Let us consider the couple (V(S, t), C(V(S, t))). If we want to predict
the future of this couple, as real snapshot, we could think of considering
the couple (V(S, t+ ∆t), C(V(S, t+ ∆t))). But, this couple just predicts the
future at an exact time, it is not the real goal of the objects in V(S, t) and
moreover the set V(S, t) could be different from V(S, t + ∆t) .
For this purpose we define the goals & values position function from a
real point of view as follows:
C¯ : V → S
y 7→ C¯(y) (6)
where the goals & values position function associates each object y in V
to the dimensional coordinate of y in the near future, based on y’s expecta-
tion, as illustrated in Fig.7b and Example 7.
The goals & values position function knows the goals of each object at time
t, i.e. what each object in V is going to do.
In order to pursue the definitions given in [1] we need to introduce a
relevant function which filters the relevant information from a given set of
the whole information.
Let us firstly define the enlarged situation set, N ex(S, t) (or N ex if no ambigu-
ity concurring), as the 4-tuples made up of the x-object, x-position, x-states
& attributions and x-goals & values position sets
N ex := (Vx, Cx(Vx), fxsa(Vx), C¯x(Vx)).
The relevant function operates on the enlarged situation set as a composi-
tions of two functions: firstly the relevant object function filters out all the
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Figure 8: Sets and functions diagram. From object set we defined three
functions: the position function C, the states & attributions function fsa
and the goals & values position function C¯. Here we illustrate the domain
of the three functions, the object set, and the image sets of the functions.
irrelevant objects from N ex and all the information about them; secondly,
on the remaining sets, the relevant information function filters out all the
irrelevant information which are not related with the presence or absence of
the objects.
We define a x-relevant function any function defined as follows:
Definition 3. Relevant function, fxr
Let N ex := (Vx, Cx(Vx), fxsa(Vx), C¯x(Vx)) be the enlarged situation of the x-
object set Vx. A relevant function fxr is defined as each function which can
be rewritten as the composition of two functions which operate as follows:
fxr : N ex
fxro−−→ N exo
fxri−−→ Nx (7)
where N exo := (Vrx, Cx(Vrx), fxsa(Vrx), C¯x(Vrx)), with Vrx any subset of Vx; and
Nx := (Vrx, Crx(Vrx), fxrsa (Vrx), C¯rx(Vrx)), with Crx(Vrx), fxrsa (Vrx) and C¯rx(Vrx) any
subset of Cx(Vrx), fxsa(Vrx) and C¯x(Vrx) respectively.
The set Vrx is called a x-relevant object set and the sets Crx(Vrx) fxrsa (Vrx)
and C¯rx(Vrx) are x-relevant position, x-relevant states & attributions and x-
relevant goals & values position sets respectively.
At this point we have all the necessary ingredients to define a situation.
Definition 4 (Situation). A situation Nx(S, t) of the portion of space S
at time t from x’s point of view is defined as any 4-tuples Nx(S, t) :=
(Vrx, Crx(Vrx), fxrsa (Vrx), C¯rx(Vrx)) where Vrx is a x-relevant object set, Crx(Vrx), fxrsa (Vrx)
and C¯rx(Vrx) are x-relevant position, x-relevant states & attributions and x-
relevant goals & values position sets respectively.
Remark 7. From an omniscient observer the situation become complete
and uncertainty-free, then it is defined by replacing the x-point of view sets
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Figure 9: Relevant function, fr, diagram from the enlarged situation N e to
the situation N .
and functions by omniscient observer’s point of view sets and functions.
Given the relevant function fr, Fig.9, defined as follows:
fr : N e fro−−→ N eo fri−−→ N , (8)
where N e := (V, C(V), fsa(V), C¯(V)) is the enlarged situation,
N eo := (Vr, C(Vr), fsa(Vr), C¯(Vr)), with Vr any subset of V; and N :=
(Vr, Cr(Vr), f rsa(Vr), C¯r(Vr)), with Cr(Vr), f rsa(Vr) and C¯r(Vr) any subset of
C(Vr), fsa(Vr) and C¯(Vr) respectively, a situation N (S, t), or simply N ,
of the portion of space S at time t is defined as the 4-tuples N (S, t) :=
(Vr, Cr(Vr), f rsa(Vr), C¯r(Vr)) where Vr is a relevant object set, Cr(Vr), f rsa(Vr)
and C¯r(Vr) are relevant position, relevant states & attributions and relevant
goals & values position sets respectively.
4 Defining the term scenario
In order to define a scenario we have to define goals & values and actions
& events functions first, Fig.11.
Definition 5 (Goals & values function). A goals & values function is the
function that describes the path that the object y takes in order to reach its
goal, i.e. to reach the position C¯(y)
fgv : C(V)→ C¯(V)× T
C(y) 7→ (C¯(y), t¯). (9)
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Because the function C depends on time t as well as the dimensional coor-
dinate of y, the function fgv is able to compute the goal-time t¯, the time in
which the object y reaches the position C¯(y).
Definition 6 (Actions & events function). A actions & events function is
the function that describes the path that the object y, located in C(y(t)) at
time t, takes in order to reach its position at time t + ∆t, i.e. to reach the
position C(y(t + ∆t))
fae : C(V(S, t))× T → C(V(S, t + ∆t))
(C(y(t)), t + ∆t) 7→ C(y(t + ∆t)). (10)
Remark 8. In general it is not true that C¯(y(t)) = C(y(t¯)). Indeed, the
object y could change its goals over the time while C(y(t¯)) represents the real
position it reaches at time t¯.
Figure 10: Goals & values and actions & events functions
At this point we define the goals & values from x’s point of view function,
or x-goals & values function, as follows:
Definition 7 (x-goals & values function). A x-goals & values function is
the function that describes the path that the object y takes in order to reach
the position C¯x(y) from x’s point of view
fxgv : Cx(Vx)→ C¯x(Vx)× T
Cx(y) 7→ (C¯x(y), t¯x)
(11)
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where t¯x is the time the object y reaches the position C¯x(y) based on x’s
expectation.
Definition 8 (x-actions & events function). A x-actions & events function
is the function that describes the path that the object y, located in Cx(y(t))
at time t, takes in order to reach its position at time t + ∆t, i.e. to reach
the position Cx(y(t + ∆t)) from x’s point of view
fxae : Cx(Vx)× T → Cx(Vx)
(Cx(y(t)), t + ∆t) 7→ Cx(y(t + ∆t)).
(12)
The function fxgv takes the name of x-goals & values function because
intrinsically contains the information of the values of the object y (from x’s
point of view).
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Example 10. x-goals & values function
In order to make more explicit how x-goals & values function can rep-
resent the values of the object y let us illustrate an example.
Let us suppose the observer x considers y1 an aggressive driver and y2 a
distracted driver, then the function fxgv(C(y1)) should take a form which
is different from fxgv(C(y2)).
A possible choice to include these information in the model is to describe
the function fxgv as a piecewise function depending on the object y and
the values that the observer x decides to give to y. Let us denote, for
instance, [y1], [y2], [y3] be the set of the aggressive driver, distracted
driver and driverless respectively, then we can define the function fxgv in
the following way
fxgv(C(y)) =

g1(y) if x, y ∈ [y1]
g2(y) if x ∈ [y1], y ∈ [y2]
g3(y) if x ∈ [y1], y ∈ [y3]
g4(y) if x ∈ [y3], y ∈ [y1]
g5(y) if x ∈ [y3], y ∈ [y2]
g6(y) if x, y ∈ [y3]
g7(y) if x ∈ [y2]
where if x ∈ [y2] (a distracted observer) it is not able to distinguish
the different modes of the objects it sees (otherwise we could introduce
a stochastic parameter in order to define an almost distracted driver).
Now let us suppose z is an honking driver, then we can expect it affects
the guide of the distracted driver and the perception of x. We can include
the information in the function as follows:
fxgv(C(y)) =

g1(y) if x, y ∈ [y1]
g2(y|z ∈ Vx) if x ∈ A, y ∈ [y2]
g3(y) if x ∈ A, y ∈ [y3]
g4(y) if x ∈ [y3], y ∈ [y1]
g5(y|z ∈ Vx) if x ∈ [y3], y ∈ [y2]
g6(y) if x, y ∈ [y3]
g7(y|z ∈ Vx) if x ∈ [y2].
When the x-goals & values of object y and the goals & values of y
does not overlap, or deviate too much, then the probability of conflict may
increase. This way the number of conflicts or safety critical events (SCEs)
can be counted and followed-up in the simulation.
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Let us now define a scenario as follows.
Definition 9 (Scenario). A scenario OxT (S) on the portion of space S in the
time set T from x’s point of view is defined as the OxT (S) := (Ext (S), fxgv, fxae)t∈T ,
where the time set is a set of ordered sequence of times T = {ti : ti < ti+1, i =
0, ..., n− 1}.
Figure 11: Scenario diagram
Remark 9. Differently from scene and situation definitions, which have
been defined through set tuples, in the case of scenario definition it is neces-
sary to know the functions fxgv, f
x
ae which describe how the evolution of scene
happens.
5 A case study: Vehicle Following Scenario
In this section we use the tools defined so far to describe a scenario. Let us
consider a vehicle following scenario which involves two vehicles called x and
y (red with window on top and blue without window on top respectively in
Fig.s12-17).
We are going to describe 3 different scenarios: two from the viewpoints
of the car drivers and one from the real view.
Let us start by defining the scenes for scenario from x’s point of view
(the scene from the y and the real point of views are given in Appendix).
5.1 Scenes from x’s point of view
The scenes from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00 and t1 = 14 : 51 :
00.50 are represented in TABLES 3 and 4 and Fig.s12-13 respectively.
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From the x point of view we can notice that the lead vehicle y is swerving,
despite this x follows y speed longitudinally, but laterally it remains in the
middle of its lane, without following the swerving of the lead vehicle.
Table 1: Scene from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vx Cx(Vx) fxsa(Vx)
x (2, 5), (6.5, 5), ego-vehicle,
(2, 7), (6.5, 7) moving forward
y (37, 4.5), (41.5, 4.5), lead vehicle,
(37, 6.5), (41.5, 6.5) moving forward
roadway (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
(0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight, asphalt,
lane markers
road sign (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
(2, 4), (3, 4)
weather (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15)
temperature (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15)
tree1 (1.5, 11), (4, 11),
(1.5, 13.5), (4, 13.5),
tree2 (12.5, 1.5), (15, 1.5),
(12.5, 4), (15, 4)
tree3 (24.5, 11), (26.5, 11),
(24.5, 13), (26.5, 13)
tree4 (26.5, 1), (29.5, 1),
(26.5, 4), (29.5, 4)
Figure 12: Car Following Scene from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 :
00
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Table 2: Scene from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Time t1 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Vx Cx(Vx) fxsa(Vx)
x (9, 5), (15.5, 5), ego-vehicle,
(9, 7), (15.5, 7) moving forward
y (44, 5.5), (48.5, 5.5), lead vehicle,
(44, 7.5), (48.5, 7.5) moving forward
roadway (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
(0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight, asphalt,
lane markers
road sign (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
(2, 4), (3, 4)
weather (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15)
temperature (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15)
tree1 (1.5, 11), (4, 11),
(1.5, 13.5), (4, 13.5),
tree2 (12.5, 1.5), (15, 1.5),
(12.5, 4), (15, 4)
tree3 (24.5, 11), (26.5, 11),
(24.5, 13), (26.5, 13)
tree4 (26.5, 1), (29.5, 1),
(26.5, 4), (29.5, 4)
Figure 13: Car Following Scene from x’s point of view at time t1 = 14 : 51 :
00.50
5.2 Situations from x’s point of view
The situations from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00 and t1 = 14 :
51 : 00.50 are represented in TABLES 3 and 4 respectively.
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Table 3: Situation from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vrx Crx(Vrx) C¯rx(Vrx) fxrsa (Vrx)
x (2, 5), (6.5, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), ego-vehicle,
(2, 7), (6.5, 7) (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
y (37, 4.5), (45.5, 4.5), lead vehicle,
(41.5, 4.5), (50, 4.5), moving forward
(37, 6.5), (45.5, 6.5),
(41.5, 6.5) (50, 6.5)
road (0, 4), (50, 4), (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
way (0, 11), (50, 11) (0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight,
asphalt,
lane markers
road (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
sign (2, 4), (3, 4) (2, 4), (3, 4)
weat. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
temp. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
5.3 Scenario from x’s point of view
A scenario OxT (S) on the portion of space S in the time set T from x’s point
of view is defined as the OxT (S) := (Ext (S), fxgv, fxae)t∈T , where the time set
is a set of ordered sequence of times T = {t0, t1}, Exti(S), i = 0, 1, are the
x-scenes defined in the previous subsection and the functions fxgv, f
x
ae are
defined as follows:
Figure 14: Car Following Scenario from x’s point of view. For a complete
description of the scenario involving the first two scenes, a look at the future
is needed, which concerns the expectations of the objects involved.
Remark 10. The function fxgv which connects the position of y at time t0
to the position of y at the time t¯x(y) does not predict the swerving of y,
while the function fxae foresees the swerving of y. Despite this, the vehicle x
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Table 4: Situation from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Time t1 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Vrx Crx(Vrx) C¯rx(Vrx) fxrsa (Vrx)
x (9, 5), (15.5, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), ego-vehicle,
(9, 7), (15.5, 7) (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
y (44, 5.5), (45.5, 5.5) lead vehicle,
(48.5, 5.5), (50, 5.5) moving forward
(44, 7.5), (45.5, 7.5)
(48.5, 7.5) (50, 7.5)
road (0, 4), (50, 4), (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
way (0, 11), (50, 11) (0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways, straight,
asphalt,
lane markers
road (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
sign (2, 4), (3, 4) (2, 4), (3, 4)
weat. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
temp. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
will not follow its leading vehicle in the slide, it follows only the longitudinal
direction and speed: x’s lateral position is controlled by the distance from
the lane markers.
6 Discussion
By comparing our definitions of scene/scenario with, for example, the scene/scenario
build with the open source SUMO software, we note that in several aspects
there is a natural overlap. Each object in SUMO belongs to a class of equiv-
alence called type: each vehicle, according to SUMO, can be a passenger,
bicycle, pedestrian, truck, tram, rail urban, rail, rail electric or emergency,
as well as each edge can be a highway.bridleway, highway.bus guideway, high-
way.cycleway or highway.pedestrian. Moreover, according to the equivalence
class to which the object belongs, it is characterised by specific attributes,
exactly as the fsa, and by a position, which can be changeable over time or
not.
SUMO also include the ’agents’ more or less in ’reactive’ mode, the
agents/objects are not generally ’interactive’. There is an omniscient traffic
controller and all the vehicles’ routes are predefined in SUMO. This is a
limitation in creating situations where the perception and relative point of
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Table 5: Scenario from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vx fxgv fxae
x slon(t¯x) = slon(t0)+ slon(t1) = slon(t0)+
+vlon(y)(t¯x − t0) +vlon(y)(t1 − t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
y slon(t¯x) = slon(t0)+ slon(t1) = slon(t0)+
+vlon(y)(t¯x − t0) +vlon(y)(t1 − t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)+
+vlat(y)(t1 − t0)
road slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
way slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
road slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
sign slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
weat. slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
temp. slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree1 slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree2 slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree3 slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree4 slon(t¯x) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
views or ’model in-compliant info’ cannot be represented. In our definitions,
we actually can represent interactive agent behavior, relative perception ca-
pacity etc. To support of the importance of these aspects a recent effort in
SUMO development as well to represent such complexities of traffic interac-
tions, see [13]. However, our current definitions seem to be more extensive
compared to what SUMO currently allows.
The approach presented in this work gives a mathematical form to the
definitions given in [1], which makes it possible to consider the point of
view of each object present in the scenario and to treat it as an ego-object
(ego-HOV, ego-AV and ego -VRU), i.e. a subject of the scenario. In fact
the driver’s choices (to let the pedestrian pass on the strips, overtake the
bicycle, sound the horn, etc.) and the driving style change according to the
country [14, 15], the topology of the road [16, 17], the type, the condition
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as well as the perception of the driver [18, 19].
Through our definitions, the ego-object can be implemented taking into
account not only its characteristics (i.e. whether it is aggressive, impulsive,
cooperative or strategic, autonomous, automated or human-operated [20,
21, 22, 23, 24]), but also what it is able to see and perceive, its cognitive
aspects, and what it expects the other objects present in the scenario to
behave (which does not always correspond to the truth) so that the ego-
object can react accordingly. Beside that, the mathematical definitions allow
us to build scenarios with a more accurate and realistic description. In the
near future, we will use this new approach for scenario description to build
complex scenarios composed of dynamic objects with their personal point of
views that perform their manoeuvres taking into account the manoeuvres of
the other dynamic objects and their point of views, as if they were pieces of
a larger and more complex puzzle. The point of views of each of the objects
within the big scenario can be shared with other objects (e.g., in the context
of V2x) leading to a collective cooperation between communicating objects.
Consequently the decisions of the objects (to deviate path, overtake, etc.)
may depend not only on what happens within the scenario, but also on
these communications and thus on what happens within the big scenario
description.
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A Scenes from y ’s point of view
The scenes from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00 and t1 = 14 :
51 : 00.50 are represented in TABLES 6 and 7 respectively.
Table 6: Scene from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vy Cy(Vy) fysa(Vy)
x (2, 5), (6.5, 5), follow vehicle,
(2, 7), (6.5, 7) moving forward
y (37, 5), (41.5, 5), ego-vehicle,
(37, 7), (41.5, 7) moving forward
roadway (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
(0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight, asphalt,
lane markers
road sign (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
(2, 4), (3, 4)
weather (0, 0), (50, 0), 6m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15)
temperature (0, 0), (50, 0), 3◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15)
tree1
tree2 (12.5, 1.5), (15, 1.5),
(12.5, 4), (15, 4)
tree3 (24.5, 11), (26.5, 11),
(24.5, 13), (26.5, 13)
tree4 (26.5, 1), (29.5, 1),
(26.5, 4), (29.5, 4)
Remark 11. By comparing TABLE 1 and 6, we can observe that with
respect to the set Cx(Vx), the set Cy(Vy) shows y has a perception of the
position of itself different from what x sees/perceives. In fact y thinks to be
more central in the lane than what x sees/perceives.
B Situations from y ’s point of view
The situations from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00 and t1 = 14 :
51 : 00.50 are represented in TABLES 8 and 9 respectively.
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Figure 15: Car Following Scene from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 :
00
Table 7: Scene from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Time t1 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Vy Cy(Vy) fysa(Vy)
x (9, 5), (15.5, 5), follow vehicle,
(9, 7), (15.5, 7) moving forward
y (44, 5), (48.5, 5), ego-vehicle,
(44, 7), (48.5, 7) moving forward
roadway (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
(0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight, asphalt,
lane markers
road sign (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
(2, 4), (3, 4)
weather (0, 0), (50, 0), 6m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15)
temperature (0, 0), (50, 0), 3◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15)
tree1
tree2 (12.5, 1.5), (15, 1.5),
(12.5, 4), (15, 4)
tree3 (24.5, 11), (26.5, 11),
(24.5, 13), (26.5, 13)
tree4 (26.5, 1), (29.5, 1),
(26.5, 4), (29.5, 4)
C Scenario from y ’s point of view
A scenario OyT (S) on the portion of space S in the time set T from y ’s
point of view is defined as the OyT (S) := (Eyt (S), fygv, fyae)t∈T , where the time
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Figure 16: Car Following Scene from y ’s point of view at time t1 = 14 : 51 :
00.50
Table 8: Situation from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vry Cry(Vry) C¯ry(Vry) fyrsa (Vry)
x (2, 5), (6.5, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), follow vehicle,
(2, 7), (6.5, 7) (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
y (37, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), ego-vehicle,
(41.5, 5), (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
(37, 7),
(41.5, 7)
road (0, 4), (50, 4), (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
way (0, 11), (50, 11) (0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight,
asphalt,
lane markers
road (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
sign (2, 4), (3, 4) (2, 4), (3, 4)
weat. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 6m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
temp. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 3◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
set is a set of ordered sequence of times T = {t0, t1}, Eyti(S), i = 0, 1, are
the y-scenes defined in the previous subsection and the functions fygv, f
y
ae are
defined as follows:
D Scenes from real point of view
The scenes from real point of view, Et(S), are represented in TABLES 11
and 12.
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Table 9: Situation from y ’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Time t1 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Vry Cry(Vry) C¯ry(Vry) fyrsa (Vry)
x (9, 5), (15.5, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), follow vehicle,
(9, 7), (15.5, 7) (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
y (44, 5), (45.5, 5) ego-vehicle,
(48.5, 5), (50, 5) moving forward
(44, 7), (45.5, 7)
(48.5, 7) (50, 7)
road (0, 4), (50, 4), (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
way (0, 11), (50, 11) (0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways, straight,
asphalt,
lane markers
road (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
sign (2, 4), (3, 4) (2, 4), (3, 4)
weat. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 6m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
temp. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 3◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
Figure 17: Car Following Scenario from y ’s point of view
E Situations from real point of view
The situations from real point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00 and t1 = 14 :
51 : 00.50 are represented in TABLES 13 and 14 respectively.
F Scenario from real point of view
A scenario OT (S) on the portion of space S in the time set T from x’s point
of view is defined as the OT (S) := (Et(S), fgv, fae)t∈T , where the time set
is a set of ordered sequence of times T = {t0, t1}, Eti(S), i = 0, 1, are the
x-scenes defined in the previous subsection and the functions fgv, fae are
defined as follows:
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Table 10: Scenario from y ’s point of view
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vy fygv fyae
x slon(t¯y) = slon(t0)+ slon(t1) = slon(t0)+
+vlon(y)(t¯y − t0) +vlon(y)(t1 − t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
y slon(t¯y) = slon(t0)+ slon(t1) = slon(t0)+
+vlon(y)(t¯y − t0) +vlon(y)(t1 − t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
road slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
way slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
road slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
sign slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
weat. slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
temp. slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree1
tree2 slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree3 slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree4 slon(t¯y) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯y) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
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Table 11: Scene from real point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
V C(V) fsa(V)
x (2, 5), (6.5, 5), follow vehicle,
(2, 7), (6.5, 7) moving forward,
L4 Highly Automated Vehicle
y (37, 4.5), (41.5, 4.5), lead vehicle,
(37, 6.5), (41.5, 6.5) moving forward,
L1 driver assistance
roadway (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
(0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight, asphalt,
lane markers
road sign (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
(2, 4), (3, 4)
weather (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15)
temperature (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15)
tree1 (1.5, 11), (4, 11),
(1.5, 13.5), (4, 13.5),
tree2 (12.5, 1.5), (15, 1.5),
(12.5, 4), (15, 4)
tree3 (24.5, 11), (26.5, 11),
(24.5, 13), (26.5, 13)
tree4 (26.5, 1), (29.5, 1),
(26.5, 4), (29.5, 4)
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Table 12: Scene from real point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Time t1 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
V C(V) fsa(V)
x (9, 5), (15.5, 5), follow vehicle,
(9, 7), (15.5, 7) moving forward
L4 Highly Automated Vehicle
y (44, 5.5), (48.5, 5.5), lead vehicle,
(44, 7.5), (48.5, 7.5) moving forward
L1 driver assistance
roadway (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
(0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight, asphalt,
lane markers
road sign (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
(2, 4), (3, 4)
weather (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15)
temperature (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15)
tree1 (1.5, 11), (4, 11),
(1.5, 13.5), (4, 13.5),
tree2 (12.5, 1.5), (15, 1.5),
(12.5, 4), (15, 4)
tree3 (24.5, 11), (26.5, 11),
(24.5, 13), (26.5, 13)
tree4 (26.5, 1), (29.5, 1),
(26.5, 4), (29.5, 4)
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Table 13: Situation from x’s point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Vr Cr(Vr) C¯r(Vr) f rsa(Vr)
x (2, 5), (6.5, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), follow vehicle,
(2, 7), (6.5, 7) (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
L4 Highly Auto. Veh.
y (37, 4.5), (45.5, 4.5), lead vehicle,
(41.5, 4.5), (50, 4.5), moving forward
(37, 6.5), (45.5, 6.5), L1 driver assistance
(41.5, 6.5) (50, 6.5)
road (0, 4), (50, 4), (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
way (0, 11), (50, 11) (0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways,straight,
asphalt,
lane markers
road (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
sign (2, 4), (3, 4) (2, 4), (3, 4)
weat. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
temp. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
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Table 14: Situation from real point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Time t1 = 14 : 51 : 00.50
Vr Cr(Vr) C¯r(Vr) f rsa(Vr)
x (9, 5), (15.5, 5), (45.5, 5), (50, 5), ego-vehicle,
(9, 7), (15.5, 7) (45.5, 7), (50, 7) moving forward
L4 Highly Auto. Veh.
y (44, 5.5), (45.5, 5.5) lead vehicle,
(48.5, 5.5), (50, 5.5) moving forward
(44, 7.5), (45.5, 7.5) L1 driver assistance
(48.5, 7.5) (50, 7.5)
road (0, 4), (50, 4), (0, 4), (50, 4), highway, 2-lane,
way (0, 11), (50, 11) (0, 11), (50, 11) 2-ways, straight,
asphalt,
lane markers
road (2, 3), (3, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), speed limit 50
sign (2, 4), (3, 4) (2, 4), (3, 4)
weat. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 8m/s wind
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
temp. (0, 0), (50, 0), (0, 0), (50, 0), 2◦C
(0, 15), (50, 15) (0, 15), (50, 15)
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Table 15: Scenario from real point of view at time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
Time t0 = 14 : 51 : 00
V fgv fae
x slon(t¯) = slon(t0)+ slon(t1) = slon(t0)+
+vlon(y)(t¯− t0) +vlon(y)(t1 − t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
y slon(t¯) = slon(t0)+ slon(t1) = slon(t0)+
+vlon(y)(t¯− t0) +vlon(y)(t1 − t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)+
+vlat(y)(t1 − t0)
road slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
way slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
road slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
sign slat(t¯x) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
weat. slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
temp. slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree1 slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree2 slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree3 slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
tree4 slon(t¯) = slon(t0) slon(t1) = slon(t0)
slat(t¯) = slat(t0) slat(t1) = slat(t0)
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